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Abstract

Highly imbalanced textual datasets continue to001
pose a challenge for supervised learning mod-002
els, especially when the minority class is multi-003
topical. Viewing such imbalanced text data004
as an anomaly detection (AD) problem how-005
ever has advantages for certain tasks such as006
detecting hate speech, or inappropriate and/or007
offensive language in large social media feeds.008
There the unwanted content tends to be both009
rare and non-uniform with respect to its the-010
matic character, and better fits the definition011
of an anomaly than a class. Several recent ap-012
proaches to textual AD use transformer models,013
achieving good results but with trade-offs in014
pre-training and inflexibility to new domains.015
In this paper we compare two linear models016
within the NMF family, which also have a re-017
cent history in textual AD. We introduce a new018
approach based on an alternative regularization019
of the NMF objective. Our results surpass other020
linear AD models and are on par with deep021
models, performing comparably well even in022
very small outlier concentrations.023

1 Introduction024

Anomaly detection (AD), also known as Outlier De-025

tection is a well-researched area of machine learn-026

ing. Traditional machine learning approaches to027

AD include proximity-based models where points028

that are separated from the rest of the data by a cer-029

tain distance are considered outliers. These fall into030

several subclasses. There are cluster-based meth-031

ods, such as k-means (MacQueen, 1967), where032

the point is an outlier if they have a large distance033

between the point and the nearest cluster, density-034

based methods, such as LOF (Breunig et al., 2000)035

and DBSCAN (Ester et al., 1996), where an ob-036

ject is an outlier if its density is lower than that of037

its neighbors and distance-based methods, such as038

K-NN (Cover and Hart, 1967), where the outlier039

neighborhood has few other points.040

Most recently, Transformer models (Manolache041

et al., 2021) and word embedding with multi-head 042

self-attention (Ruff et al., 2019) have been applied 043

in textual AD models, surpassing previously top- 044

performing reconstruction-based approaches using 045

Non-negative Matrix Factorization (NMF) as in 046

(Kannan et al., 2017). 047

We propose a new NMF-based approach as an 048

alternative to recent transformer models. This ap- 049

proach, we argue, is not only well-suited to the 050

task of AD due to its lightweight architecture and 051

flexibility but is also the better choice versus recent 052

supervised models for hate-speech detection. De- 053

tecting hate speech and offensive language in gen- 054

eral is a challenging task because these tend to take 055

various forms, change dynamically and be found in 056

only a small minority of relatively short texts. Re- 057

cent studies (Yin and Zubiaga, 2021) have pointed 058

to concerns about generalizing results where even 059

the best performing models show large variances in 060

quality from one dataset to another in this domain. 061

This paper is organized as follows: Previous 062

approaches are discussed in Section 2, Data and 063

Methods are discussed in Section 3, our results 064

are in Section 4 and the Conclusion and plans for 065

future work in section 5. Code to reproduce our 066

results can be found here: (github repo provided 067

upon acceptance) 068

2 Previous Work 069

While Anomaly detection in text does not have a 070

long history in the literature, there are some no- 071

table exceptions. For example, Guthrie (2008) and 072

Guthrie et al. (2007) consider texts that are unusual 073

because of author, genre, style or emotional tone. 074

Peng et al. (2014), analyzed idiom recognition as 075

a type of outlier detection. Idioms have certain key 076

properties that make detection more likely using 077

methods for finding outliers. Examples in English 078

include “kick the bucket” or “have a cow”. 079

Other studies (Manevitz and Yousef (2002), Kan- 080

nan et al. (2017), Barrett et al. (2019), Ruff et al. 081
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(2019), Manolache et al. (2021)), treat textual082

anomalies as topical intrusions, where the texts083

from one topic constitute the "inliers" and a smaller084

set of intrusion texts constitute the "outliers". We085

use this data definition for our anomaly detection086

task.087

Among topic-intrusion type models, the cur-088

rently best-performing is the transformer approach089

in Manolache et al. (2021), a discriminator-090

generator model that outperformed the previously091

top performing OCSVM approach in Ruff et al.092

(2019). A non-negative matrix factorization model093

was used in Kannan et al. (2017). All three ap-094

proaches have outperformed traditional AD models095

like Isolation Forests (Désir et al., 2013) on text.096

3 Proposed Methods097

We propose a lightweight alternative Non-negative098

Matrix Factorization (NMF) model that improves099

upon the results of Kannan and also provides com-100

parable results to deep models without pre-training,101

or attention layers. We use simple frequency-102

based document representations and do not rely103

on trained embeddings. We show results on bench-104

mark datasets and also on a dataset of hate speech105

in order to show the power and adaptability of our106

approach to an important NLP problem. Overall,107

our model is tested on four datasets in multiple108

combinations with different outlier-inlier concen-109

trations.110

Matrix factorization models like TONMF find111

outliers through a reconstruction process that iso-112

lates outlier documents as residual noise. The qual-113

ity of the result depends on manipulating norms on114

both the residual matrix and the low-rank approx-115

imation of the input matrix. Kannan et al. (2017)116

for example use the following optimization:117

argmin
W≥0,H≥0;Z

1

2
||A−WH − Z||2F + α||Z||1,2 (1)118

where the Frobenius norm is applied to the main119

divergence function, alpha is a weight parameter120

applied to the residual matrix Z and Z has a spe-121

cial norm. The norm in this case is designed to122

minimize the column values representing all the123

outliers in a document. An additional term β||H||1124

is added to produce a more interpretable low rank125

matrix WH with sparse coefficients.126

3.1 Matrix Factorization with Additional 127

Constraints 128

We used the basic model architecture in Kannan 129

et al. (2017) to gauge the effect of changing the 130

main objective function. This design includes a 131

residual matrix representing the outlying points not 132

reproducible by the main factorization process. 133

We set up two competing NMF-based models. 134

Our baseline model is a hierarchical least-squares 135

(HALS) approach (Cichocki et al., 2008), which is 136

the base model architecture of Kannan et al. (2017) 137

. HALS solves the non-negative least squares sub- 138

problem by updating each column of W separately, 139

and generally can converge to a stationary point. 140

Each column of W is successively updated, using 141

gradient descent to solve each column-wise sub- 142

problem. This has been shown to converge faster 143

than a matrix-wise iterative updating procedure 144

(Cichocki et al., 2008). We refer to this approach 145

as H-NMF, henceforth in this paper. 146

3.2 Alternative Updating 147

Our experimental model uses a different updating 148

approach entirely, replacing the squared error func- 149

tion with an alternative. We use an NMF approach 150

leveraging the Correntropy-induced metric (Liu 151

et al., 2006) in which the similarity between two 152

variables (or sub-matrices in the NMF case) is de- 153

termined through applying the Gaussian kernel to 154

the error term: 155

Vσ(x, y) =
1

n

n∑
i=1

kσ(xi − yi) (2) 156

where kσ is the kernel function. CIM-based NMF 157

substitutes the squared error on each entry with 158

the kernel function. We take this a step farther fol- 159

lowing Du et al. (2012), wherein the CIM-based 160

NMF optimizes on the row level, substituting the 161

squared residuals on each row rather than each 162

entry. We combine this optimization with the con- 163

strained residual matrix in the objective function as 164

follows: 165

1

2

n∑
i=1

[wi||(A−Z)i∗−Wi∗HT ||2+ϕ(wi)]+α||Z||1,2

(3) 166

where the weight factor is defined as: 167

wi = exp(−||(A− Z)i ∗ −Wi ∗HT ||2

2σ2
) (4) 168
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The half-quadratic optimization method used here169

and in Du et al. (2012) has been used in the past170

to detect and correct errors in facial recognition171

problems (He et al., 2014). This method sets up a172

robust strategy for identifying text segments that173

are topically anomalous not just because of bursty174

word distributions but because of the topicality of175

the entire segment. We refer to this approach as176

R-NMF, henceforth in this paper.177

Both our baseline and experimental models leave178

the residual matrix constraints fixed and focus on179

the main objective function, in an effort to improve180

the quality of outliers that are passed as residuals.181

4 Experimental Results182

Below we describe the datasets and preparation.183

All models were run on four public datasets rep-184

resenting distinct genres (listserv, news, wiki and185

hate speech). We used three outlier-inlier concen-186

trations for each.187

4.1 Data and Experimental Design188

The 20Newsgroups is a publicly available collec-189

tion of approximately 20,000 newsgroup docu-190

ments organized into 20 topical subgroups1. Some191

newsgroups are similar (e.g., IBM/Mac hard-192

ware), while others are highly unrelated (e.g., for193

sale/Christian religion).194

Reuters-21578 is a publicly available dataset of195

stories appearing on Reuters’ newswire in 19872.196

It contains 21,578 documents indexed and assigned197

categories by members of the Reuters Ltd. staff.198

WikiPeople is the subset of the English language199

Wikipedia dump3 consisting of the 945,662 articles200

in the category "living people".201

Our dataset of Hate Speech is from de Gibert202

et al. (2018) and contains 9,916 samples in total of203

forum posts from Stormfront, a white-supremacy204

based forum where the "hate" class represents 11205

percent of the corpus.206

For each dataset, we blend the inlier classes207

listed in Table 1 with a sample from the outlier208

class to achieve three concentrations: .01, .025 and209

.05. When such a sample is too small, we omit the210

.01 concentration.211

1https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/
datasets/Twenty+Newsgroups

2https://archive.ics.uci.edu/
ml/datasets/reuters-21578+text+
categorization+collection

3https://dumps.wikimedia.org/

For both NMF models, we parse the input text 212

into word count vectors using sklearn’s CountVec- 213

torizer with all default parameters.We call the fac- 214

torization routine on the sparse word-document 215

matrix to obtain low-rank matrices W and H and 216

outlier matrix Z. Following the methodology in 217

Kannan et al. (2017), we then use the L2 norm of 218

each column in the Z matrix as the outlier score for 219

every document. For both models, we use 3 CPU 220

cores with 8Gb RAM. 221

We also train the DATE model (Manolache et al., 222

2021) on our data as a benchmark. We use the the 223

code provided by the authors4 to run experiments. 224

We use a learning rate of 1e−5 and sequences of 225

maximum length 128. Training is stopped at con- 226

vergence, which occurs after 5000 steps on average. 227

We use the same evaluation framework as proposed 228

in the paper to report results. For the DATE experi- 229

ments, we use 2 Tesla V100 GPU nodes each with 230

32 GB RAM and 6 CPU cores. 231

4.2 Model Results 232

We show results from H-NMF, R-NMF and the 233

DATE model of Manolache et al. (2021). Model 234

results are shown in Table 1. We list the results 235

for each dataset for each sample and concentration, 236

along with the inlier and outlier classes we used 237

to create each sample. The size of the inlier class 238

is listed in parenthesis below the inlier class name. 239

The outliers are sampled at random from the outlier 240

class so as to achieve the specified outlier/inlier 241

concentration. Winners are shown in bold. 242

The results are the best from a sweep of eight 243

values of the hyper-parameter k within the range 244

[1,128] and 5 values of alpha within the range 245

[1,16], for both the H-NMF baseline and R-NMF. 246

The beta parameter, commonly used for the degree 247

of sparseness is only used for H-NMF, and there 248

we use a sweep in the range [1,16]5. 249

4.3 Results Analysis 250

The results show that the rCIM model (R-NMF) 251

outperforms baseline (H-NMF) overall and in par- 252

ticular on Reuters and WikiPeople but is outper- 253

formed by DATE on 20Newsgroups and Reuters 254

in the larger concentrations using the ’trade’ class 255

as outliers. For the Hate Speech corpus, rCIM 256

4https://github.com/bit-ml/date
5Du et al. (2012) find that using an L1 norm would cause

the rCIM objective function to be dominated by the datapoints
with near-zero fitting error and actually reduce the quality of
row-based outliers.
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Dataset Inliers Outliers Concentration H-NMF R-NMF DATE
20Newsgroups pc/mac.hardware ms-windows.misc 0.025 0.600 0.592 0.650

(2000) 0.05 0.543 0.559 0.767
20Newsgroups pc/mac.hardware comp.windows.x 0.025 0.567 0.595 0.691

(2000) 0.05 0.557 0.555 0.712
Reuters-21578 earn+acq interest 0.01 0.741 0.769 0.691

(5795) 0.025 0.725 0.766 0.712
0.05 0.716 0.777 0.725

Reuters-21578 earn+acq trade 0.01 0.871 0.889 0.886
(5795) 0.025 0.826 0.859 0.905

0.05 0.848 0.877 0.894
WikiPeople life career 0.025 0.675 0.694 0.548

(5000) 0.05 0.690 0.707 0.617
Hate Speech noHate hate 0.01 0.688 0.702 0.508

(9507) 0.025 0.697 0.693 0.499
0.05 0.679 0.675 0.505

Table 1: AUROC Results. Bolded values indicate the best performance for each dataset blend.

does better in the lowest concentration, whereas257

HALS has a slight edge in larger concentrations.258

Both NMF-based models outperform DATE on this259

dataset in all concentrations.260

All models achieved the best AUC on the261

Reuters data, with the more challenging datasets262

being WikiPeople and 20Newsgroups.The greatest263

difference between the two NMF-based approaches264

is found on the Reuters data where rCIM has the265

stronger results. Note that the results are better for266

all three models when the outlier class is "trade"267

than when it is "interest", possibly because the "in-268

terest" topic is more closely related to and thus269

harder to distinguish from the inlier topics "earn"270

and acq".271

In the Hate Speech data, both NMF-based mod-272

els outperform the transformer-based model. In273

addition our model required considerably fewer274

compute resources, running on 3 CPU cores, com-275

pared to 2 GPUs and 6 cores for the transformer.276

Other recent supervised models trained on Hate277

Speech alone (not developed for AD) (Wullach278

et al. (2021), show poor F1 scores for hate speech279

data sets including the de Gibert et al. (2018) data280

set in particular, even using all the hate samples in281

full concentration. Our rCIM model on the other282

hand shows the best performance on very small283

concentrations. Since posts containing hate speech284

or offensive language tend to be in a small minority285

in the real world, our model is ideally suited and286

does not have to compensate for data imbalance287

issues.288

5 Conclusion and Future Work 289

Although recent approaches to textual Anomaly 290

Detection using deep models are very robust, our 291

model performs comparably and even outperforms 292

the state of the art on the majority of AD datasets 293

including a hate speech dataset. We also improve 294

upon recent NMF-based AD by combining a row- 295

centric approach with a separate residual matrix. 296

Our approach requires no pretraining or fine tuning, 297

making it highly adaptable to different data sets 298

with different concentrations of anomalous texts in 299

a low compute resource setting. The model is well- 300

suited in particular to the task of identifying hate 301

speech or offensive language, where supervised 302

approaches have a poor performance history due to 303

extreme imbalance and the unpredictable nature of 304

such language. 305

We plan to continue further experiments on 306

new AD data sets, including those containing hate 307

speech and offensive language. 308
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A Appendix 392

Examples of Hate Speech from the de Gibert et al. 393

(2018) corpus:

TEXT CLASS
As of March 13th , 2014 the booklet
had been downloaded over 18,300
times and counting .

no_hate

In order to help increase it would be
great if all Stormfronters who had
YouTube accounts , could display
the following text in the description
boxes of their uploaded YouTube
videos .

no_hate

Simply copy and paste the follow-
ing text into your YouTube videos
description boxes

no_hate

Click below for a FREE down-
load of a colorfully illustrated
132 page e-book on the Zionist-
engineered INTENTIONAL de-
struction of Western civilization .

hate

She may or may not be a Jew she
seems to think the Blacks wo n’t
kill her alongside every other White
they can get their dirty hands on ,
what a muppet !

hate

Thank you for posting your story . no_hate
I think you should write a book as
well

no_hate

And the sad thing is the white stu-
dents at those schools will act like
that too .

hate

394
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B Hyper-parameters395

The hyper-parameter values that yielded the best396

results for each dataset blend. These were obtained397

from a sweep of eight values of k within the range398

[1,128], 5 values of alpha within the range [1,16],399

and 5 values of beta within the range [1,16]. The400

beta parameter is only used for H-NMF.401

C Risk Statement402

Anomaly detection is a type of classification model403

which may have imperfect Precision and Recall.404

As such it may classify hateful or toxic language405

incorrectly and should be subject to human review406

in contexts of high risk.407
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Dataset Inliers/Outliers Concentration Best Model k alpha beta
20Newsgroups pc/mac.hardware 0.025 H-NMF 100 1 16

ms-windows.misc 0.05 R-NMF 64 1
20Newsgroups pc/mac.hardware 0.025 R-NMF 64 2

comp.windows.x 0.05 H-NMF 32 1 1
Reuters-21578 earn+acq 0.01 R-NMF 16 16

interest 0.025 R-NMF 16 16
0.05 R-NMF 16 16

Reuters-21578 earn+acq 0.01 R-NMF 16 16
trade 0.025 R-NMF 8 16

0.05 R-NMF 8 8
WikiPeople life 0.025 R-NMF 8 16

career 0.05 R-NMF 8 8
Hate Speech noHate 0.01 R-NMF 8 8

hate 0.025 H-NMF 8 8 1
0.05 H-NMF 16 8 1

Table 2: Best hyper-parameters for each dataset blend.
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